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Abstract. With the rapid evolution of mobile devices, the concept of context aware
applications has gained a remarkable popularity in recent years. Smartphones and
tablets are equipped with a variety of sensors including accelerometers, gyroscopes,
pressure gauges, light and GPS sensors. Additionally, the devices become compu-
tationally powerful which allows real-time processing of data gathered by their sen-
sors. Universal network access via WiFi hot-spots and GSM network makes mobile
devices perfect platforms for ubiquitous computing. Most of existing frameworks
for context-aware systems, are usually dedicated to static, centralized, client-server
architectures. However, mobile platforms require from the context modeling lan-
guage and inference engine to be simple and lightweight. The model should also
be powerful enough to allow not only solving simple context identification tasks
but more complex reasoning. The original contribution of the paper is a proposal
of a new rule-based context reasoning platform tailored to the needs of such intel-
ligent distributed mobile computing devices. It contains a proposal of a learning
middleware supporting context acquisition. The platform design is based on a crit-
ical review and evaluation of existing solutions given in this paper. A preliminary
evaluation of the platform is given along with use cases including a social system
supporting crime detection and investigation.1
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1. Introduction

The notion of context has been important in application modeling for many years. The
research community aimed at giving constructive and precise definition of this concept,
which proved to be a non-trivial task. A general observation is that “context is about evolv-
ing, structured, and shared information spaces, and that such spaces are designed to serve
a particular purpose” [15]. Research in the area of pervasive computing and ambient intel-
ligence aims to make use of context information to allow devices or applications behave
in a context-aware, thus “intelligent” way. Dey [19] defines context as “any information
that can be used to characterize the situation of an entity”.

Creation of context-aware applications can be considered on several levels. The main
challenges are how to model, represent and classify context, and then how to reason about
it. Raw information captured by device sensors is usually useless without further process-
ing and interpretation. Therefore, the issue of context representation needs to be solved.

1 The paper is supported by the AGH UST Grant 11.11.120.859.
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In order to do that, a practical model or knowledge representation has to be selected. Con-
sidering the fact, that the classification and reasoning tasks often require soft real time
responsiveness of the application, this selection might be a non trivial one. Using the
specified model context identification and classification can be provided. Context classi-
fier are most commonly build, or trained using machine learning techniques. The output
of this layer includes concepts describing context. Using it, the context-based reasoning
is performed. Reasoning task is much more computationally demanding. Thus, consid-
ering the expected system responsiveness logic-based solutions are coupled or replaced
with simple pattern-matching approaches. A specific combination and setup of the clas-
sification and reasoning layer, is commonly referred to as a context-aware architecture. A
practical implementation of such an architecture, usable from the developer point of view
is usually called a framework, or middleware. Some frameworks can be targeted at an off
line context processing, while others are designed to work in soft real-time. The growing
popularity of mobile platforms, e.g. smartphones or tablets, stimulates the development
of such frameworks. On the other hand mobile platforms still impose serious resource
constraints.

The primary objective of this paper is to provide an overview of context-aware ap-
proaches on mobile platforms. Moreover, selected frameworks are also described. The
original contribution of the paper is a proposal of a rule-based context reasoning platform
for mobile computing. The platform design is based on a critical review of existing so-
lutions. The rest of the article is organized as follows: In Section 2 a motivation for the
research is provided. In Section 3 a review of context modeling approaches is presented.
The most common architectures for context-aware systems are described in Section 4.
Selected frameworks targeted at mobile devices are briefly characterized in Section 5. In
Section 6 a custom architecture and modeling language for context-aware mobile devices
are proposed. Section 7 provides a preliminary evaluation of this architecture, and in Sec-
tion 8 some representative use cases are described, including a social system supporting
crime detection and investigation. The summary and directions for future work are given
in Section 9.

2. Motivation and Related Work

Research on context-aware systems resulted so far in many different approaches and
frameworks. However, the diversity of the field, as well as the rapid development of the
hardware used requires further development. This is especially true for context-aware
applications using ubiquitous mobile devices. To provide a full support for all of the
challenges that we believe are crucial for todays mobile computing (e.g. smartphones
or tablets) new solutions need to be provided. Not only the issue of context modeling and
classification needs to be addressed, but more importantly an appropriate context-based
reasoning layer has to be created. The most severe challenges are:

1. Energy efficiency – most of the sensors, when turned on all the time, decrease the
mobile device battery level very fast. This has impact on usability of the system and
ecological aspects regarding energy saving.

2. Data privacy – most of the users do not want to send information about their location,
activities, and other private data to external servers. Hence, the context reasoning
should be performed by the mobile device itself.
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3. Resource limitations – although mobile phones and tablets are becoming computa-
tionally powerful, the context aware system has to consume as low CPU and memory
resources as possible in order to be transparent to the user and other applications.

4. System responsiveness – in mobile environment context changes very fast, hence no
delays are admissible in processing contextual data.

5. Context data distribution – in mobile pervasive environments many devices produces
huge amount of contextual information, hence the quality measures should be de-
veloped and distribution methods designed to fit characteristics of such unstable and
dynamic network [29,5].

All of these require from the modeling language and inference engine to be simple
and lightweight. On the other hand, the model should be powerful enough to allow not
only solving simple context identification tasks but also more advanced context process-
ing and reasoning. This gives motivation for evaluating existing architectures w.r.t. the
requirements of mobile computing. New approaches, tailored to the needs of such de-
vices should be provided.

Aforementioned challenges were usually approached by the programmers at the very
last phase of the development of context-aware application, or were not approached at all.
We believe that solutions to these challenges should be provided by an appropriate frame-
work architecture. This will allow the programmer to design and build context-aware
application in an efficient way, making the development easier and less error prone.

Finally, the portability of the application needs to be considered. This is a complex but
important issue. While todays landscape of operating systems for mobile devices seems
to be balanced, with a split between Android and iOS, it may rapidly change in the near
future, e.g. with the wide introduction of Tizen from Samsung. Moreover, Android devices
are quite diverse, so even though Android provides an abstraction layer for the sensors
they have, the characteristics of specific devices need to be considered. While this issue
is not explicitly considered in this paper, it is included in the general motivation for our
approach, as it will be discussed in the evaluation.

3. Modeling And Reasoning Approaches

In this section several approaches for context modeling are presented. The summary and
the comparison is also given in Table 1. We took into consideration following aspect of
context modeling methods, that we believe are crucial for efficient designing and devel-
oping of context-aware applications and systems:

1. formalization,
2. simplicity,
3. expressiveness,
4. support for inference,
5. handling of uncertainty, and
6. existing tools that support design.

Below, the main approaches are briefly discussed.
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Key-
Value

Logic Rules GM PGM Ontologies Processes

Formalism None High Med Low Low High Low
Simplicity High Med Med Med Low Low Med
Expressiveness Low Med Med High Med High High
Reasoning support Low Med High Low Med Med Low
Handling uncertainty Low Med Med Med High Low Low
Design tools support None Low High High Med High High
Table 1. Comparison of context-modeling techniques.

Key-Value Representation One of the simplest way to define context is to use pairs of
a form: key-value. The key is usually a name that defines a context property. For
instance it can denote location (e.g. room) or time (e.g. daytime). The complex contexts
can be represent as a union of several keys. The value represents current state of the
context property (e.g. kitchen, etc.)

The ActiveBadges [53] based system called Watchdog described in [50] uses the key-
value context representation. A simple example might be:

badge location event-type action

The context in the Watchdog system is represented by three keys: badge denoting
an electronic ID, location denoting a location of a person wearing a badge and a
event-type that describes activity of a person. Remaining parameter represents an ac-
tion that should be performed when previous three keys match actual context. An example
of a context state might be following:

Coffee Kitchen arriving "play -v 50 /sounds/rooster.au"

We can read this as a statement: When a person that wears badge Coffee arrives to
the Kitchen, then play sound.

Another example of a system that uses key-value modeling is FAWIS [16]. It is a
framework for representation and translation of context information in adaptive Web-
based applications. In FAWIS, context is a collection of profiles, that can be user account,
network contention type, hardware or user browser.

The reasoning in key-values models is usually supported by a simple matching engine.
When the keys match the actual context values, an action is triggered. Key-value model
does not provide formalization and visualization of the model, nor provide design tools.
It does not incorporate hierarchy nor any sophisticated structure into model which is flat.
The inference is supported usually by very simple matching algorithm that does not allow
form more sophisticated reasoning. However, it is very simple to implement.

Logic-based Models These approaches are widely used in context-aware systems. They
enable automated inductive and deductive reasoning to be done on contextual informa-
tion and due to their strong formalization, allow for verification and validation of context
models. There are several approaches that use logic to represent context. First order logic
allows for an expressive description of context using boolean operators and existential
and universal quantifiers [38,48]. Fuzzy logic and probabilistic logic is used to handle un-
certainty of the environment and to deal with the imperfections of the data [47]. Context
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lattices approach is used to represent low-level semantics on domain knowledge and sen-
sor data, and to derive high-level semantics on human activities [56]. Description logic
is usually used in combination with ontologies. It models concepts, roles and individu-
als, and their relationships. It also provides simple reasoning capabilities that resolves
classification tasks [25].

An example of a system that uses first order logic to describe context can be found
in [48]. The approach presented in that paper uses Prolog programming language for
context representation. An example of a context description statement is presented below
in pseudo code:

#People(Room 2401, ">=",3) AND
Application (PowerPoint, Running)

=> RoomActivity(20401,Presentation)
#People(Room 2401, ">=",3) AND

NOT EXSIST x Application(x, Running)
=> RoomActivity(20401,Meeting)

Logic-based models provide strong formalization, though their flexibility might be
limited. There is also lack of tools that provide visualization of models defined in logic
languages. There exist a lot of programing languages and reasoners for expressing and
processing knowledge encoded with logic based languages. However, dedicated reasoners
are rarely available for mobile platforms.

Rules for Context Representation Rule-based systems have been in use for several decades
in various branches of engineering. Hence, they have also been used in context-aware ap-
plications, both as a representation of models and as a support for reasoning [17,21,51].
A rule-based system consists of three main elements: knowledge base, fact base and in-
ference engine. Knowledge base is considered as a set of rules, usually of a form of
production rules: IF <conditions> THEN <action>. Fact base contains infor-
mation used to check which rules conditions are satisfied. Inference engine implements
mechanism that allow for processing of rules within a knowledge base.

One of the most popular tools for context-aware applications that implements rule-
based approach is Context Toolkit [19]. Example of a rule written in a Context Toolkit
notation looks as follows:

<Reference name="Off">
<Query name="lightOff">

(OR
(EQUAL presence 0)
(GREATER brightness brightnessThreshold))

</Query>
<Outcome outAttribute="light">0</Outcome>
<ServiceInput service="LightService" function="lightOff" />

</Reference>

The example rule can be read as follows: If there is no person in a room or brightness
exceeds some threshold, then turn out the light in the room.
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Context Toolkit uses custom rule language and inference engine. However, there are
several commonly used rule-based environments that provides advanced reasoning mech-
anisms and complex rule languages. Examples of such are: Clips 2, Jess 3, Drools 4. Al-
though there were attempts to use these tools for context-aware applications [7,21], they
are still not popular in this area.

Rules incorporates more powerful reasoning mechanisms than those available in key-
value approach. They allow for assertions of new facts to knowledge base that can later be
used as an input for other rules making the knowledge base more dynamic. They provide
self-explanation mechanism that is crucial for implementing ineligibility of a system [18].
Rule-based systems provide more advanced methods for selecting rules that should be
processed, improving efficiency of the system.

Graphical models They use a graphical notation to express knowledge. They play an im-
portant role in software engineering, e.g. UML diagrams are widely used for supporting
software development, ERD diagram are irreplaceable in designing relational databases
schemes, and BPMN is used in process modeling. In context aware systems, a Context
Modeling Language (CML) [24] developed by Henricksen et al is an example of such ap-
proach. CML is based on Object-Role Modeling language which was developed for con-
ceptual modeling of databases. It provides a graphical representation of different classes
and sources of context facts, relations between them and uncertainty of information. The
underlying formalism is based on first order predicate logic and set theory. An example
of a model designed with CML is presented in Figure 1.

CML approach allows for reasoning about situations that are derived from simple
facts. It also allows for mapping its models to relational database and thus allowing for
SQL-like queries on context data. Although the representation is human readable and
expressive, it can be very complicated, especially when number of entities and relations
between them grows.

Probabilistic graphical models They use a graph-based representation as the basis for
compactly encoding a complex probability distribution over a high dimensional space.
These interpretable models can be constructed and learned automatically and then ma-
nipulated by reasoning algorithms, what makes them one of the most important machine
learning tool for modeling and reasoning about uncertain data [35].

In the area of context-aware systems, they are often used to model human behavior,
activities [32], transportation routines [36], and other aspects that are characterized by
high entropy of data. Bui et al [10] use a mult-layer Bayesian dynamic structure, called
an Abstract Hidden Markov Model, to track an object and predict its future trajectory.
Han-Saem Park [46] employs Bayesian networks to automatically recognize high-level
contexts like activity or emotion of the user, based on mobile device logs. An example of
a probabilistic graphical model for human activity recognition is presented in Figure 2.

Probabilistic graphical models provide a very effective way for modeling and rea-
soning on uncertain information. There are many tools supporting both visual modeling
and reasoning tasks. However, exact inference in complex probabilistic models can be
NP-hard task, and thus is not always tractable.

2 http://clipsrules.sourceforge.net/
3 http://herzberg.ca.sandia.gov/
4 http://www.jboss.org/drools/
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Fig. 1. An example of CML model [24]

Fig. 2. An example of Bayesian network for human activity reasoning [34]

Ontologies An ontology is a formal explicit specification of a shared conceptualiza-
tion [22]. Ontologies support a set of modeling primitives to define classes, individuals,
their attributes and their relations. This approach is most often used to model context
hierarchy and dependencies within a context space. The main advantage of ontological
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context models is that they form a separate, independent layer in context-aware system.
Due to standardized languages for serializing ontologies like OWL, or RDF, it is possible
to reuse some well-defined models in many context-aware applications.

There are many frameworks that provide such ready-to-use ontological models. One
of them is CONtext ONtology (CONON) [52], that provides an upper context ontology
for smart home environments. It captures general concepts about basic context like users,
locations, activities. Based on this context ontology, a logic reasoning can be applied to
a model to check the consistency of context information, and to reason over low-level,
explicit context to derive high-level, implicit context. The other example is SOUPA [13]
– an ontology for modeling context in pervasive environments.

Ontologies have been successfully incorporated into various context-aware systems
like CoBrA [12] for building smart meeting rooms, GAIA [49] for active spaces or SO-
CAM [23] – a middleware architecture for building context-aware mobile services. An
example of a part of the CONON ontology, serialized to OWL, is presented below. It
defines three classes and relations.

<owl:Class rdf:ID="ContextEntity"/>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="Location">
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#ContextEntity"/>

</owl:Class>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="IndoorSpace">
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#Location"/>
<owl:disjointWith rdf:resource="#OutdoorSpace"/>

</owl:Class>

Reasoning in ontological models is usually supported by Description Logic. This how-
ever allows only for resolving simple classification tasks. It does not provide mechanisms
for inferring more complex information from existing data, like in the case of rule repre-
sentation models.

Ontologies have become very popular due to the formalization and hierarchization
of knowledge they provide. There are many tools supporting design of ontologies like for
instance Protege 5. However, design and implementation are usually far more difficult and
time consuming than in other approaches.

Processes These are one of the most popular methods for modeling flow of information
and/or control within a sequence of activities, actions or tasks. Jaroucheh et al model
contextual data with processes [27], which he defines as a directed graphs of states. Those
states denotes user current, past and possible future context. This, according to Jaroucheh
et al, is crucial in determining full user context. E.g. User is in the room – has he just
came in, or is he about to leave? This cannot be answered with traditional context models,
but becomes possible with processes, where current user context can be described with
respect to previous and possible future states. An example process of user leaving home
in the morning is presented on Figure 3. Processes can be automatically obtained from
sensors logs with a process mining techniques [1].

5 http://protege.stanford.edu
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Fig. 3. An example of a Petri Net model of the context process [27]

Processes provide limited reasoning support, which focuses on simple tracking of a
user current and future state according to the learned model. There are tools that allow
modeling and automatic detection of processes e.g. ProM 6 or Disco 7.

Based on these different approaches, specific architectures are also made available.

4. Context-Based Systems Architectures

There are several commonly used approaches for modeling architecture of context-aware
system. In this section a short overview or most common approaches will be given. Also
a comparison of described architectures is presented in Table 2.

Direct sensor Ac-
cess

Middleware Service Oriented Centralized Distributed

Energy efficiency Low High Med Med Med
Privacy High High Med Low Low
Resource efficiency Low Med Med Med High
Responsiveness High High Low Low Low
Table 2. Comparison of common context-aware architectures.

Considering the factors identified in Section 2, the following features are considered:

– Energy efficiency – most of the sensors, when turned on all the time, requires a lot
of energy. This may reflect on usability of the system, e.g. on a mobile phone device,
and ecological aspects regarding energy saving.

– Privacy issues – most of the users do not want to send information about their lo-
cation, activities, and other private data to external servers. Hence, the architecture
where there is a context server performing reasoning task would not be preferable.

– System Responsiveness – online work on mobile devices requires at least a soft-real
time responsiveness where the results of the context identification and reasoning are
provided to the user instantly, or with little delay.

– Hardware resource limitations – some platforms, like mobile devices, may have
limited available CPU and memory resources. Although most of the electronic mobile
devices are becoming computationally powerful, in some cases, the context aware

6 http://www.processmining.org/prom/start
7 http://fluxicon.com/disco/
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system has to consume as low CPU and memory resources as possible in order to be
transparent to the user and other applications.

– Environment characteristic – depending of the target environment of the context-
aware system, different architecture will be used. For instance if we plan to incorpo-
rate context-aware application that will work in virtual world (e.g. Internet), the ar-
chitecture choice may be different than for a context-aware system for mobile robots,
or smart homes.

– Context definition – different types of context that are taken into consideration may
require different architectural approaches. For instance, social context information
will require different method for acquiring and share data, than a location-based
context-aware application.

Below the previously discussed approaches are shortly characterized w.r.t to these
features.

Direct sensor access It is the simplest architecture. It can be described as a system in
which a part responsible for reasoning about a context, fetches information directly from
sensors or other information source. This approach is usually not very energy efficient,
however it preserver privacy issues, since no communication with external servers is usu-
ally needed, and the interpretation of the sensor data as well as reasoning is performed
directly on the host device.

Middleware infrastructure It incorporates additional layer that encapsulates the sensor
layer and is usually responsible for filtering and initial interpretation of data gathered by
the latter. This approach eases extensibility and reusability of hardware dependent code
responsible for sensing information. The middleware approach is one of the most common
one in context-aware systems area. Comprehensive comparison of existing middlewares
was presented in [31].

Service oriented architecture Such an architecture aims to allow building large-scale sys-
tems with loosely coupled elements. In context-aware applications this architecture is
used mainly in pervasive environment, where variety of context information from many
different sources has to be processed. This architecture usually does not preserves privacy
nor energy efficiency issues since usually it assumes communication over the web be-
tween each of its elements. An example of a framework built in service oriented paradigm
is SOCAM [23].

Centralized context server In a this architecture there is an entity that acts as a context
server which may be responsible for gathering contextual data from clients, and reasoning
with this data. This approach is especially useful when a context-aware system is com-
posed of many mobile devices with limited resources. The server relieves mobile agents
from performing reasoning tasks. On the other hand, one has to consider privacy issues
connected with sending private contextual data to remote server, quality of service issues,
etc. This approach is also characterized with rather low responsiveness that stems from a
possible lack of network connection or communication delays. An example of framework
using context server approach is described in [12].
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Distributed context agents In a distributed architecture each component of the system acts
as an autonomous context-aware agent that performs reasoning based on data gathered by
itself and by other agents that at the moment it communicates. Agents may be imple-
mented on different devices and can be given ability to represent different features of the
environment in which they interact with other agents. Different agents may be designed
to consider different contexts and can give different interpretation of the same contextual
information. This type of architecture was described in details in [6,26].

5. Context-Aware Applications and Frameworks for Mobile Devices

In recent years, a lot of development was devoted to build applications that use mobile
devices to monitor and analyze various user contexts. The availability of application dis-
tribution platforms for common mobile operating systems, e.g. Google Play for Android
stimulated the popularity and adoption of such solutions. However, most of them focus
only on a very narrow application area of context awareness. Most of them are end user
applications, and not generic frameworks. Some selected representative cases are briefly
described below.

The SocialCircuits platform [14] uses mobile phones to measure social ties between
individuals, and uses long- and short-term surveys to measure the shifts in individual
habits, opinions, health, and friendships influenced by these ties. Jung [28] focused on
discovering social relationships (e.g., family, friends, colleagues and so on) between peo-
ple. He proposed an interactive approach to build meaningful social networks by interact-
ing with human experts, and applied the proposed system to discover the social networks
between mobile users by collecting a dataset from about two millions of users. Given
a certain social relation (e.g., isFatherOf), the system can evaluate a set of conditions
(which are represented as propositional axioms) asserted from the human experts, and
show them a social network resulted from data mining tools. Sociometric badge [45] has
been designed to identify human activity patterns, analyze conversational prosody fea-
tures and wirelessly communicate with radio base-stations and mobile phones. Sensor
data from the badges has been used in various organizational contexts to automatically
predict employee’s self-assessment of job satisfaction and quality of interactions. Eagle
and Pentland [20] used mobile phone Bluetooth transceivers, phone communication logs
and cellular tower identifiers to identify the social network structure, recognize social pat-
terns in daily user activity, infer relationships, identify socially significant locations and
model organizational rhythms.

Beside research projects, there exist also a variety of application that are used for
gathering information about context from mobile devices, like SDCF [3], AWARE 8,
JCAF [4], SCOUT [55], ContextDriod [54], Gimbal 9. These are mostly concerned with
low-level context data acquisition from sensors, suitable fur further context identification.
On the other hand, they do not provide support nor methodology for creating complex
and fully customizable context-aware systems.

All of the approaches described in this section use their own dedicated methods for
gathering and maintaining context. These methods are mostly not applicable for reuse,

8 http://www.awareframework.com/
9 https://www.gimbal.com/
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or their functionality is limited to simple context matching. What is more, some of the
systems do not provide any support for context modeling nor context reasoning, limiting
their functionality only to identifying and collecting contextual information.

To solve the problem of reusability of context models, the two architectures were
developed: CoBrA [11], and SOCAM [23]. They offer ontology approach for modeling
context, however they do not take into consideration most important issues regarding
development of context-aware applications for mobile, distributed systems, which have
been listed in Section 2. Although SOCAM provides architecture for distributed mobile
systems, it mostly solves problems of a low memory and CPU power of mobile agents,
which nowadays is no longer a big issue for most of the mobile devices, like smart-phones
or tablets. On the other hand, energy efficiency issue is still a big problem, which was not
addressed by none of the solutions described in this Section.

Taking all above into consideration, we can argue that there are no tools dedicated to
mobile platforms that will bind all the aspects of context-aware application development
into a fully customizable framework that will provide methodology, modeling language,
inference engine and communication protocols. Hence, the development of such frame-
work will be a benefit for both researches and application developers. In the next section
a proposal of a new approach is introduced.

6. Proposal of a Rule-Based Approach for Mobile Context-Based
Applications

Considering the comparison of context modeling techniques presented in Section 3 and
architectures described in Section 4, we propose a new, hybrid approach for designing
and developing context aware systems for mobile devices. The proposed system is an
approach that exploits strengths of service oriented and middleware architectures (See
Figure 4). It incorporates an idea of a mobile device as an autonomous context-aware
entity, equipped with intelligent middleware layer and context-based inference service.
The architecture offers context-based reasoning to many applications at the same time, via
a public (yet limited only to applications installed on the host device) API. The intelligent
middleware, that act as a proxy between context sources and inference service, is able
to learn sensor usage patterns and thus adjusting sampling rates to significantly improve
energy consumption of the system (See Section 7.1).

The architecture consists of three main elements:

1. sensors service – responsible for gathering data from sensors and performing initial
preprocessing of them,

2. inference service – responsible for context based reasoning and knowledge manage-
ment, and

3. working memory middleware – acting as an intelligent proxy between sensors service
and the inference service.

The Sensor Service gathers data directly from mobile device sensors. Due to the dif-
ferent possible sensor types (GPS, Accelerometer, Bluetooth), different methods for in-
terpreting these data are required. Hence, each sensor has its own interpreter module that
is responsible for initial preprocessing of the raw data. Data preprocessing is triggered by
the Working Memory Middleware.
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Fig. 4. Architecture of the mobile context aware framework

The Inference Service is responsible for performing reasoning, based on the model
(knowledge base) and the working memory elements (facts). The service is capable of
managing many models transparently switching between them. The reasoning task is per-
formed by HeaRT. It is a lightweight rule-based inference engine that uses XTT2 [44]
notation for knowledge representation. It is written in Prolog and can be installed on mo-
bile device together with tuProlog 10 interpreter, providing autonomous inference service.
Moreover, the HeaRT inference engine, in contrary to other rule-based reasoners, provides
custom verification module that can be used for automatic optimization of a knowledge
base. The inference service provides a TCP/IP interface for context-aware applications
that may query HeaRT for important information.

The Working Memory Middleware is responsible for exchanging information between
sensors service and inference service. The working memory is shared between all models
stored within the inference service, acting as a knowledge cache. Therefore, it minimizes
the number of required requests to the sensors service, improving power efficiency of the
entire system.

The idea of separating Working Memory Middleware from the inference service is that
it is able to learn sensors usage habits, and in consequence adapt itself to the individual
device characteristic. It improves power efficiency of the system, since sampling rates are
not fixed, but leaned from the usage patterns. The more details on that are presented in
Section 7.1.

Most of the modeling languages discussed in Section 3 provides mechanisms for sys-
tems that are suppose to perform context identification tasks. To allow more advanced
context reasoning, including context processing and derivation of new information based
on actual context, we argue that rules are the best choice. The context aware framework
presented in this section uses the XTT2 [44] notation for knowledge representation. It is
a visual knowledge representation method for rule-based systems [37] where rules are
stored in tables connected with each other creating a graph. XTT2 has a textual represen-
tation called HMR. An example of a rule written in HMR language is:

xrule Today/1: [day in [sat,sun]] ==>[today set weekend].

10 See http://alice.unibo.it/xwiki/bin/view/Main/.
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The rule is referenced in Figure 7, in table Today. The HMR representation is used
by the HeaRT inference engine, which provides several reasoning techniques (inference
modes), including: Data-Driven which finds all possible information that can be inferred
from given data, and Goal-Driven which finds only a specific information that can be
inferred from a specific subset of XTT2 tables. These inference modes allow the efficient
reasoning in structured knowledge bases. Only the tables that lead to desired solution are
fired, and no rules are fired without purpose, making the inference process less resource-
consuming. Detailed description of the inference algorithms for XTT2 rule bases, can be
found in [39].

HeaRT inference engine provides a callback mechanism that allows to query exter-
nal sources for information. The external source could be: database, user, or in our case
working memory middleware and any other source of data available to device. Callbacks
are associated with attributes, defined as e.g.:

xattr [ name: day, class: simple, type: day, comm: in,
callback: [ask_working_memory,[day]] ].

The comm element in the attribute definition determines behavior of a callback if it
pushes or pulls the value of the attribute to/from an external source. More details about
the callback mechanism can be found in [42].

7. Practical Evaluation

A prototype implementation of the approach has been provided for the Android 4 plat-
form. Its two main aspects are described below.

7.1. Working memory middleware

We implemented a prototype of Working Memory Middleware that learns user habits
based on the usage of device sensors (in this case a GPS sensor). This allows automatically
adjust sampling rate of sensors form sensor service, depending on the probability of sensor
usage, and thus for minimizing energy consumption of the system.

We used trigonometric approximation and logistic regression machine learning algo-
rithm to learn sensor usage. For the number of m observations the algorithm will take
as an input two vectors of length m − X and Y . Xi is the time of i-th observation (a
continuous value in range of < 0; 24) and corresponding value:

Yi = {−1 for inactive state
1 for active state

A function describing probability in time we will call a hypothesis. Desired charac-
teristics of a hypothesis function h(t) are: (1) continuous, (2) defined in range < 0; 24 >
corresponding to time of a day, (3) values contained in range < 0; 1 > - given its a prob-
ability

We can introduce another helper function F (t), closely resembling what can be found
in trigonometric approximation, mainly linear combination of independent trigonometric
functions.
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F (w, t) = ω0 +

n∑
i=1

(
ω2i+1 cos

(
i ∗ t ∗ 12

Π

)
+ ω2i+2 sin

(
i ∗ t ∗ 12

Π

))
We are now ready to define our hypothesis function H(t) as: H(w, t) = θ(F (w, t)),

where θ is defined as sigmoid function of a following form:

θ(x) =
1

1 + e−x

With problem posed in that way we will search for a probability density function h(t)
which most likely produced the learning data X, Y. Our overall goal will be to maximize
the combined probability of all observations over vector of parameters w:

max
w

m−1∏
i=0

P (Yi|Xi)

Maximizing an expression is equivalent to maximizing its logarithm:

min
w
− 1

m
ln

m−1∏
i=0

P (Yi|Xi)

Thus we have reduced the problem to a well known issue of convex optimization,
solved easily by such methods as gradient descent:

min
w

1

m

m−1∑
i=0

ln
1

Yi ∗ θ(F (w,Xi))

The results of approximation for a GPS sensor usage, based on data collected during
one week is shown in Figure 5.

We made experiments on two identical devices carried by the same person. Our work-
ing memory approach allowed for 50% battery saving than in case of the device without
the algorithm implemented. Figure 6 presents battery level over time for these two cases.

7.2. Inference service

We are prototyping light version of HeaRT reasoner, that will be working on an mobile de-
vice as a local inference service. The architecture of HeaRT inference engine is designed
to allow communication via TCP/IP protocol and callback system. The callbacks system
is used to communicate with Working Memory Middleware. It is energy efficient and
allows for fast, immediate access to sensor data. Communication between the inference
service and context-aware applications is realized via TCP/IP protocol. This allows to
make all the reasoning, and sensor data interpretation transparent to the engineer who de-
signs context-aware application. The inference service is based on an HeaRT rule-based
engine. This allows for more complex reasoning than just a simple classification tasks
provided by most of the methods presented in Section 3.
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Fig. 5. Prediction of GPS sensor usage based on samples from five days.

Fig. 6. Difference in power consumption for device with and without learning algorithm imple-
mented.

8. Usecase Scenarios

In this section we introduce two use cases, for the proposed architecture. The first is a
social system supporting crime detection and investigation that has been extended for
mobile devices. The second one, which is a work in progress, includes the adaptation
of social applications for mobile devices to explore the flexibility given by opportunistic
network infrastructures.

8.1. Social Threat Monitor

Social Threat Monitor (STM) is a system developed to build a semantically enriched
environment for collaborative knowledge management [2]. Using it, local communities
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are able to share information about road traffic dangers and threats, i.e. closed roads,
holes in the pavements and streets, dangerous districts or events that impede a normal
traffic. STM was aimed to be a community portal that allows citizens to participate and
cooperate in order to improve the security in the urban environment.

Being in a given situation, and location the user can be automatically notified by
their mobile device about the relevant threats and the situation. Relevance to the person
may be related to their role defined in the STM system, as well as the context, e.g. a
person who walks should not be bothered by warnings relevant only to drivers in the
same location. The use of data fusion from the sensors and multimodal interfaces of the
mobile device allows to limit the amount of data the user would have to provide to the
system. In fact, we propose a major paradigm shift on the front-end side. Whereas the
original interface of STM was mostly query-based, here we propose a push-based UI
where the user is automatically notified only about the information relevant to him. The
system automatically uses the context data from the mobile device, as well as the data
acquired from the STM server to perform reasoning for the user.

We proposed an context-aware enhancement to STM based on the context-aware ar-
chitecture presented in this paper. Detailed description of the system was described in [8].
An exemplary XTT2 model (see Figure 7) presented in this section allows to alert users
about threats in a context-aware way. The system takes into consideration spatial (local-
ization of the user) and temporal (time of a day) contexts, as well as user activities. This
allow the intelligent threats filtering. For instance, the model will prevent from warning
a user who is driving a car about threats that are applicable to pedestrians only. This is
achieved by selecting only these rules that are valid in current context.

Fig. 7. Example of the XTT2 rule model for a mobile threat monitor

Information about threats is fetched from Social Threat Monitor system via callbacks
using the STM WEB API (see [2] for details). Information about user localization, time
of a day, and user activities is pulled from a working memory middleware via callback
mechanism. The working memory middleware obtains this information from sensors in-
terpreters (for example: location from GPS sensor interpreter, activity like walking or
running from accelerometer sensor interpreter, etc.).

Taking into consideration an example from Figure 7, and assuming that it is Monday,
8 a.m., and the user is driving a car, the system will process following rules: (1) rule 1
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from DayTime table, (2) rule 2 from Today table, (3) rule 4 from Actions table, (4) and
rule 2 from Threats table.

This inference chain will trigger several callbacks, including one that is assigned to
road_threats in the Threats table. The callback will fetch all road threats from Social
Threat Monitor system that are located near the user and assign it to road_threats
attribute.

The application that implements Mobile Threat Monitor interface will be able to pull
all information about threats from inference service via TCP/IP API and display it to the
user. On the other hand, the system could exploit the social aspects of mobile users, to
automatically reason on threats and feed STM with these data. This could be done by
monitoring users activity on social networks portals (like Tweeter, Facebook, Google+)
and interpreting data gathered there. for instance, if a lot of tweets are generated about a
shooting, robbery, or any other incident in some location, the system could automatically
report these incidents to STM and alert appropriate services and other users. The appli-
cation could also report anomalies in user behavior to the STM system. When similar
anomaly will be reported by many users, an alert will be raised. For instance, if a number
of users start running from a building, there is probably a fire.

8.2. Opportunistic Networks

Opportunistic networks emerge as a networking paradigm that leverages both the use of
various communication interfaces on mobile device and the mobility of users. The ad-
vantages of opportunistic networks include potentially high capacity, low cost, localized
communication, full decentralization, and independence of any network infrastructure [9].
Therefore, opportunistic networks have been considered as an appealing and critical al-
ternative solution when traditional cellular networks are unavailable or inaccessible; for
example, a crowded social event, or disaster-affected areas [57]. However, the lack of sta-
ble topology of opportunistic networks brings challenges in disseminating, sharing, and
collaborating on network resources. For example, what information should be shared with
which user will depend on the relation between the information and the user (context and
semantics), the relation between and the information producer and the user (social sensing
and privacy), the prediction of the user’s future movement and the understanding of the
social implication of mobility (social context and mobility analysis), the status (memory
space, battery level, or communication bandwidth) of the user’s device (context).

Taking that into consideration we propose a mobile, context aware system based on
the architecture presented in this paper, that will take an advantage of all the contextual
information such as: social relationships, user profiles with respect to the Internet content,
and prediction of the user’s future activity, to allow for improvement of routing algorithms
in opportunistic networks. The real challenge in this approach will be automatically build-
ing and reasoning on user profiles, defined as user interests in the network content. The
human interaction through the Web generates both implicit and explicit knowledge. Ex-
plicit, however unstructured knowledge may be contained in articles on Wikipedia, writ-
ing blogs or tweets etc. An example of an implicit contribution is a correlation between
a search query that the user posted on the Web and the explicit knowledge that the user
found valuable to him or her within search results. Such information may allow for mod-
elling of user interests.
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The Web is searched every day for various data from many different domains. How-
ever, it is possible to distinguish groups of users that usually search for information in
similar sources, or on similar topic. For instance, it is highly probable that computer re-
searchers will be more interested in websites containing scientific papers in computer sci-
ence, or technical documentation than in websites containing information about ancient
history. Thus, the information about the group that user belongs to, can be a significant
factor in deciding which content he or she will be interested in in the future. A similar
approach can be found in [28], where a mobile user context is gathered dynamically from
its social network.

Working memory middleware discussed in Section 6, can not only improve power ef-
ficiency of the system, but also help predicting future sensor readings. By analyzing the
sensor usage profile we are able to predict where the user will be in a nearest future, what
social context will he be in (crowded places, not crowded areas) and what communication
protocols (Wifi, Bluetooth, GSM) will be available to him. We can assume that a user with
WiFi enabled, whose usage profiles assumes browsing the news websites in a nearest fu-
ture, will have lower bandwidth priority than a person who does not have Wifi connection,
depend only on Bluetooth ad-hoc transfers and his usage profiles assume video stream-
ing. Such context fusion can be a valuable information for the inference service, that can
help in determining the Internet connection quality in the nearest future. This information
combined with the knowledge about user content interest (profiles) can be used to infer
bandwidth priorities for opportunistic network routing algorithms. Finally, the security
profiles of the different users on the network could also be represented by rules, see [43].

9. Summary and Future Work

In this paper we presented an overview of common approaches for modeling context,
and we compared them according to certain critical factors. This led us to the conclusion
that most of the languages available nowadays offer limited support for advanced infer-
ence tasks. To allow more advanced context reasoning, including context processing and
derivation of new information based on actual context, we argue that rules are the the best
choice.

Most common context-based architectures were also presented and compared accord-
ing to such factors as: (1) energy efficiency, (2) privacy issues, (3) resource consumption,
(4) responsiveness. We argue that most of the existing solutions are not fully applicable
to mobile architectures. Hence, a new original approach for modeling and developing
context-aware mobile applications was presented in the paper. The presented framework
is designed as a hybrid of service oriented architecture and intelligent middleware ar-
chitecture that includes: inference service, that uses HeaRT inference engine to provide
on-line efficient reasoning, preserving the factors (2), (3) and (4); working memory mid-
dleware, that works as an intelligent knowledge cache that is able to learn sensor usage
habits and adapts itself to individual device usage patterns. It minimizes the number of
required requests to the sensors service, improving power efficiency of the entire system,
preserving (1) and (2); sensor service, that is responsible for gathering and initial prepro-
cessing of the raw sensor data and though providing high responsiveness of the system
(4). A prototype implementation of the discussed architecture was conducted, with sev-
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eral services modeled. Using it two use cases were presented, including a social system
supporting crime detection and investigation.

The framework presented in this paper may be extended for additional functionalities.
The first direction concerns intelligibility, since a rule-based system have a high capabili-
ties of self-explaining their decisions. According to Dey [18], this is crucial factor of the
system usability. The framework could provide mechanisms that will allow explaining
its decision and asking user for corrections. The second one is related to the modelling
of context with the use of rules combined with business processes, see [41,33,30]. In
such a case processes could provide menas to handle the history of context and its pro-
cessing. Another is related to the automatic model optimization, since HeaRT inference
engine provides a verification plug-in that allows detecting anomalies such as: rules sub-
sumption, redundancy and contradiction. Hence, a mechanism that will perform automatic
optimization of an existing XTT2 model could be implemented [40]. An important part
of the practical development will be concerd with the portability of the framework for
different mobile platforms.
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